The Elections of 2003: The Expected and the Unexpected
By Rhodes Cook T he world of electoral politics in 2003 could be divided into two categories -the expected and the unexpected. In the former are this year's regularly scheduled elections -featuring a trio of gubernatorial contests in Kentucky, Louisiana and Mississippi -as well as the scattered array of special House elections that are continually required in a body of 435 members.
On the other hand, there have been some unexpected electoral developments this year in the nation's two largest states. Republican leaders in Texas are seeking to force a new round of redistricting designed to bring them additional House seats in 2004, while opponents of Democratic Gov. Gray Davis in California are mounting a recall movement that could bring a statewide vote as early as this fall.
Both the expected and unexpected events of 2003 could have significant implications.
A successful redistricting effort by Texas Republicans could swing upwards of six House seats from the Democrats to the GOP. That would not only overturn the Democrats' 17-to-15 edge in the Lone Star state delegation, but transform what is already a comfortable Republican advantage on the south side of Capitol Hill into a commanding one.
The California recall drive is a direct reflection on Davis' dire political situation, exacerbated by a $38-billion state budget deficit on the heels of a statewide energy crisis. But Davis' fate could also dramatically affect California's electoral dynamics, which already may be beginning to change from strongly Democratic to a bit less so.
Meanwhile, this year's governors' races, all in the South, offer a test of current voter sentiment in the nation's most politically volatile region. Once solidly Democratic from presidential voting down to county dogcatcher, the South is now totally dominated by the GOP at the federal level. But the three gubernatorial elections give Democrats the opportunity this fall to begin stemming GOP momentum at a level of electoral politics in the South where the Democrats have remained competitive. But court-drawn congressional district lines have left Democrats with a majority of the 32-member House delegation. When states were redistricting before the 2002 election, the Texas House was still in Democratic hands and congressional redistricting was thrown into federal court. It preserved the status quo, giving Republicans the two new seats the state had gained by reapportionment but leaving incumbents with the upper hand elsewhere.
Action
But with the 2002 election providing Texas Republicans with total control of state government, they sought to revisit the issue of congressional redistricting this spring. The move immediately exploded in controversy. States normally redraw their congressional district lines just once a decade to reflect population changes enumerated by the Census. Any subsequent mid-decade line changes have usually been forced by the courts for reasons of population equality or racial justice, and not unilaterally undertaken by state legislatures to press a partisan advantage.
Democrats denounced the GOP offensive as a cynical power play hatched by House Majority Leader Tom DeLay to pad GOP numbers on Capitol Hill, a rationale the Houston-area Republican freely admitted.
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House Seats: Highs and Lows by State
About one-third of the states (16, to be precise) are at all-time highs in the number of House seats they possess. It is a total that includes 12 of the 13 Western states (all but Montana) and four states in the South. On the other hand, every state in the Northeast and Midwest are past their peak number of House seats.
Seven states reached their all-time high with the latest reapportionment -Florida, Georgia and Texas in the South, plus Arizona, California, Colorado and Nevada in the West. Nine other states maintained, or in the case of North Carolina, regained, record highs they had reached in an earlier decade. while those who decide to seek reelection in 2004 could find themselves high on GOP target lists.
The following chart is based on data in Congressional Quarterly's Guide to U.S. Elections.
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Davis' Problem or a Democratic Problem?"
A ny action in Texas, though, would not be felt until next year. The effort to recall Gov. Davis, though, is likely to be decided this year. Proponents need to collect nearly 900,000 signatures from California's 15 million registered voters by Sept. 2 in order to force a quick vote.
It would be a two-part election. The first part would be a yes or no vote on whether to oust the governor. The second part would require voters to choose among candidates to fill the remainder of Davis' term through 2006. There would be no primaries beforehand, and no requirement that the winning candidate receive a majority of the vote. If Davis lost the recall vote, his successor could be elected with as low as 10% or 15% in a crowded field.
California Democrats have been virtually unanimous in opposing the recall. Republicans have been publicly divided. The White House has been quiet. But Rep. Darrell Issa has reportedly spent more than $1 million on the recall effort, and is one of several Republicans expected to run if there is a special vote.
By late June, the office of the California secretary of state reported that more than 40% of the needed signatures had been obtained, though they were yet to be verified by county election officials. Many of the signatures had come from the more Republican areas of Southern California.
A key question is whether a gubernatorial recall -which has never happened before in California -is solely a reflection on Davis, or whether it is a precursor of a less Democratic, more competitive, political era in the nation's largest state.
There is no question that Davis' political fortunes have been in decline. He won the governorship in 1998 by more than 1.6 million votes, the second-largest margin of victory in any contested gubernatorial election in California history. Four years later, after a state energy crisis replete with power failures and the onset of the state budget crisis, Davis won reelection by less than 400,000 votes.
Of California's 58 counties, Davis carried just 18 in 2002. Basically, he won only the Democratic strongholds of Los Angeles County and the greater San Francisco Bay area. Sixteen other counties that he had carried in 1998 slipped to the Republicans, including populous ones such as Sacramento, San Bernardino and Ventura, which Bill Clinton had carried in his two presidential bids. If there was a silver lining in Davis' precipitous decline, it was that his 11-point falloff (from 58% in 1998 to 47% in 2002) was not matched by a similar upswing in the Republican vote. The GOP candidate last year, Bill Simon, ran only 4 points better than Republican nominee Dan Lungren had in 1998. The rest of the vote shifted to third parties, the choice of 10% of California voters last fall. 
